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Computational methods have become standard in today’s
medicinal chemistry tool kit. Like any tool, it is important to
periodically evaluate utility and ask how function can be
improved. In this section of the Journal, we call attention to
the area of calculating molecular interactions, specifically
docking, the positioning of a ligand in a protein binding site,
and scoring, the quality assessment of docked ligands. As several
recent reviews have made clear,1-3 the technology has been
productive for both finding and elaborating bioactive molecules.
But has docking and scoring delivered on the promises first
made over 20 years ago? To consider that question, we follow
up on an extensive symposium held in Philadelphia during the
2004 Fall National Meeting of the American Chemistry Society
and on subsequent meetings sponsored by the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in 2005 and 2006 to address the outcomes
of the American Chemical Society symposium. Speakers at the
symposium were invited to contribute original manuscripts to
be published with this overview to highlight the area of docking
and scoring and to identify some of the major gaps yet to be
addressed.4-10
In this overview, we first summarize the current state of
docking and scoring technology and highlight key areas to
address. Next, we turn to the topic of benchmarks and
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measurements to take up the data infrastructure on which new
algorithm development depends. Finally, we open the topic of
possible industrial, academic, and governmental partnerships that
may be needed to fully deliver on the docking and scoring
promise.
State of the Art
Docking and scoring technology is applied at different stages
of the drug discovery process for three main purposes: (1)
predicting the binding mode of a known active ligand; (2)
identifying new ligands using virtual screening; (3) predicting
the binding affinities of related compounds from a known active
series. Of these three challenges, successful prediction of a
ligand binding mode in a protein active site is perhaps the most
straightforward and is the area where most success has been
achieved. Docking a ligand into a binding site models several
degrees of freedom. These are the six degrees of translational
and rotational freedom of one body relative to another and
then the conformational degrees of freedom of the ligand and
of the protein. The first docking algorithms only considered
translation and orientation, with both ligand and protein treated
as rigid bodies. Increases in computer performance and new
algorithms enabled the ligand conformational degrees of freedom
to be explored. Most docking programs today treat the ligand
as flexible with a rigid (or nearly rigid) receptor structure.
Receptor flexibility remains one of the major challenges for
the field.
Once the configurations of a system are sampled, docking
programs must then score these to identify the most likely
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candidate for the true structure. By rough count, about 30
docking programs have appeared in a public venue. The best
of these predict the experimental pose about 70% of the time,
although selecting the program that will give the best result for
any given target is not straightforward. Kontoyianni et al.11
demonstrated these points in a study of 69 diverse proteinligand complexes with five docking programs where the overall
results ranged from 38% to 69%, using a 2 Å root-mean-square
deviation (rmsd) as being acceptable. Though not clear-cut, some
docking algorithms typically do better with certain flavors of
protein active sites; e.g., GOLD performs better with more
hydrophilic sites.11 Warren et al10 tested 10 docking programs
against 7 protein classes and compound series totaling 1303
molecules. Results varied from some algorithms with some
targets predicting 0% of the poses satisfactorily and other
combinations where >90% of the poses were within the 2 Å
rmsd cutoff. It is reassuring that for five of the seven targets at
least one docking algorithm produced g50% accurate poses,
but the number of times the answer was 0% underscores the
dilemma faced by computational and medicinal chemists today.
Clearly, good poses can be produced, but how does one pick
the program that will do so reliably for the targets of interest?
For the second challenge, virtual screens to identify new lead
molecules may involve searching databases containing hundredsof-thousands, if not millions, of molecules. Such molecules may
come from several sources, including in-house compound
collections, external databases of commercial compounds,12
virtual libraries, and de novo designs. Each library molecule
must be docked into the protein to predict a “pose” of the ligand
in the active site. The best scoring pose of each molecule is
then compared to arrive at a top-ranking “hit list.” In principle,
the functions used to calculate these scores predict the free
energies of binding of every molecule being screened. In
practice, however, one cannot hope for better than monotonic
ranking of the molecules, and even this is typically beyond
current methods. Indeed, docking results are often judged by
“enrichment” of true hits among a larger number of molecules
tested; by this criterion, even correct ranking is not expected.
On the more positive side, virtual screening has become
increasingly automated. This has allowed many structures to
be processed with relatively little manual intervention. Access
to inexpensive Linux clusters and other forms of both intraand internet grid computing has been indispensable.
There are many published examples of successful virtual
screens to identify new hit molecules. On the basis of such
successes and unpublished internal studies, many pharmaceutical
companies use virtual screening as part of the standard processes
for choosing compounds to screen and for enhancing their
compound collections. But does such enrichment happen for
the right reasons; i.e., do algorithms both reproduce experimental
binding positions and score these correct poses appropriately
to the compounds’ affinity? A recent publication by Cummings
et al.13 addressed this question. In this study, 49 known ligands
across 5 proteins were seeded into a database of 1000
compounds from the MDL drug data report. Four docking
programs were tested for their ability to select a protein’s own
ligands at rates better than random and to fit these ligands in
the correct geometry. The screening results confirmed previous
observations that the programs demonstrated substantial enrichment, albeit not consistently, across the targets. In one case, at
least 80% of the known actives were found for two proteins,
but the results were consistently worse than random for another
target. The results of Warren et al.10 demonstrate that the
situation is similar when the compound set is a closely related
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set of bioactive molecules. In neither study was there a strong
correlation between the ability of a program to produce a correct
pose and its success in a virtual screen. Some of this can be
attributed to the inherent danger of using a single metric such
as rmsd, as poses can be fundamentally correct despite a large
deviation in one part of the molecule. More worrisome are those
cases where the poses are barely in the binding site, and yet
good enrichment is observed. Enrichment may be due to
screening out compounds that are wrong for the target rather
than selecting those that are right. This does not imply that
enrichment through virtual screening is a failure; clearly, it is
not. Indeed, docking hit lists are often full of interesting
molecules that look sensible to trained medicinal chemists and
structural biologists. Most of these “sensible” molecules will
not, however, bind to the target at reasonable concentrations.
Virtual screening has, then, advanced to the point where it can
distinguish between sensible and unlikely candidate ligands, but
distinguishing among the former is a challenge it has yet to
meet.
The most stringent test of docking, and its most useful
possible outcome, is the accurate prediction of the binding
affinities of a series of related compounds. This goal is
essentially beyond all of the current docking methods, as the
scatter plots in Warren et al.10 make clear. Even the more limited
goal of rank-ordering a list of compounds is beyond the field.
Occasionally, a scoring function will work for a particular
compound series for a particular target and advances can be
made with that series. The β-secretase inhibitors studied by
Moitessier et al.7 are a good example, and when such examples
are found, they should be tested aggressively. It is tempting to
believe that the results of these relatively narrow studies
suggest applicability of the scoring function to a broader set of
data, but on the whole, reliable rank-ordering of hits from a
diverse library remains inaccessible and is a key weakness with
today’s docking and scoring algorithms.
The Problem with Scoring
Why does docking remain so primitive that it is unable to
even rank-order a hit list? Accurate prediction of binding
affinities for a diverse set of molecules turns out to be genuinely
difficult. At its simplest level, this is a problem of subtraction
of large numbers, inaccurately calculated, to arrive at a small
number. The large numbers are the interaction energy between
the ligand and protein on one hand and the cost of bringing the
two molecules out of solvent and into an intimate complex on
the other hand. The result of this subtraction is the free energy
of binding, the small number we most want to know.
Why are we unable to calculate interaction and solvation
energies more accurately? The problem arises from the condensed phases in which biology occurs and the many degrees
of freedom of biomolecules.14 Were we concerned only with
molecules in the gas phase, without the complexities of water,
our calculations would be much simpler. Indeed, accurate
calculations have been conducted in this phase for many years.
The high symmetries of crystalline phases would also afford
more accurate calculations, but this simplification is also denied
us. In water, and with highly flexible proteins and ligands,
accurate calculations are much more costly and error prone.
Additionally, as pointed out by Tirado-Rives and Jorgensen,6
the “window of activity” is very small. Thus, the free energy
difference between the best ligand that one might reasonably
expect to identify using virtual screening (potency, ∼50 nM)
and the experimental detection limit (potency, ∼100 µM) is only
about 4.5 kcal/mol. The free energy contributions due to
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conformational factors alone for typical druglike ligands (which
are usually neglected in most scoring functions) can be as large
as this.6 The authors conclude that with such a high uncertainty
arising from only one of many terms, “consistent, successful
ranking of diverse library members is inconceivable.” Of course,
more accurate methods may be considered. Among the most
accurate today are thermodynamic integration/free energy
perturbation methods, which can sometimes calculate the
differences in affinities between related molecules to within
“chemical accuracy,” about 1 kcal/mol.15,16 But even these
methods only compare close analogues; they do not predict
absolute binding affinities nor can they compare affinities among
the diverse, unrelated molecules found in a typical screening
library. They also demand so much computation time as to be
infeasible for a large library. Recent reports suggest that progress
is being made in calculating absolute binding affinities,17,18 but
these methods, too, remain too slow for docking screens, though
they may be useful in rescoring docking hit lists.
For these reasons, much effort has been devoted to more
empirical scoring functions. “Knowledge-based” scoring functions derive statistical potentials of mean force from large sets
of protein-ligand complex structures. Such approaches were
initially restricted by the limited amounts of data available, but
the growth in the numbers of protein-ligand complex structures
has enabled more accurate functions to be derived. Two papers
in this section (from Muegge8 and Yang et al.9) describe recent
developments in this field that take advantage of this growth.
Other groups have used regression and other QSAR techniques19,20 to construct equations for predicting binding affinities.
Traditionally, such models were derived solely from experimentally observed binding modes, but more recently “negative”
data have been incorporated in an attempt to improve the
predictability of such approaches.4,21 The underlying rationale
here, as pointed out by Pham and Jain,4 is that the ligands in
experimentally determined structures invariably have a good
fit into the active site and contain few unfavorable interactions
(such as steric clashes, same charge close contacts, and the burial
of hydrophobic surfaces against hydrophilic ones). Consequently, the coefficients associated with such terms may not
be weighted appropriately. In addition, rapid though the
empirical scoring functions are, for certain applications such
as de novo structure-based design, it may be more effective
first to assess the output using scoring schemes that focus on
the chemical connectivity, such as the method for complexity
analysis described by Boda and Johnson.5 Incremental progress
is also being made in sampling molecular degrees of freedom.
Protein flexibility is an active area of development, though most
methods are restricted to side chain sampling or local relaxation.
Some efforts to model the role of ordered water molecules have
been made,22,23 but this work, too, is at an early stage. As for
more physics-based scoring functions, models for solvation
energy costs and better relaxation of ligand-protein complex
energies continue to advance24-27 and will no doubt improve
docking enrichment, though they will only take us so far toward
the goal of rank-ordering hit lists.
What, then, is to be done?28 Whereas we do not pretend to
anticipate the progress of the field (it is the unexpected and
fundamental advance to which we look forward most hopefully),
there are certain obvious directions that might be usefully
sketched.
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algorithms that we know, from first principles, will be imperfect.
Here, at least, one may expect progress. In its early days, the
field was hampered by a lack of appropriate test sets of proteinligand complexes. Even today, too few methods are tested
extensively. At a minimum, new methods should be evaluated
against a large enough number of targets to be representative
of the available data as a whole. With the dramatic growth in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB), current docking programs can
be tested against hundreds of diverse protein-ligand complexes.
Indeed, there are several curated test sets now available for this
purpose (e.g., PDBbind,29 BindingDB,30 Binding MOAD,31
CCDC/Astex32).
Unalloyed with affinities, structural data sets are insufficient
for more robust algorithm development. The 1303-compound
set in Warren et al.10 comprised of groups of related compounds
assayed using standard protocols begins to address the issue.
Systematic, rigorous measurement of large compound sets is
needed to test the strengths and weaknesses of docking methods.
The best measurements will reflect Kd values. To get these,
affinity must be measured directly or, if using substrate or ligand
competition, the mechanism of binding must be determined.
Without mechanism or direct binding, we are left with IC50
values that typically differ from Kd values and, in the worst
case, can reflect artifacts.33,34 Isothermal calorimetry measurements to separate contributions from enthalpy and entropy would
also be valuable, though this technique remains costly in reagent.
Preferably, at least some of these data sets would be “living”
such that new compounds could be predicted, acquired (e.g.,
using fee-for-service chemistry arrangements), and tested, thus
removing any inherent bias in how training and test sets are
selected. It is also important to include micromolar affinity
ligands and a good selection of likely decoys in such data sets.
The better docking programs can distinguish nanomolar inhibitors from inactive molecules, but they cannot reliably do the
same for micromolar inhibitors.
More fundamental compound measurements are also needed.
Examples include transfer energies (for solvation and charges),
dipoles/quadrupoles (for charge models), and pKa values for both
small molecules and proteins (for solvation and binding energy).
Such measurements are certainly not as exciting as proteinligand evaluations and will not uncover the next blockbuster
drug, but their importance should not be overlooked. Building
accurate scoring functions demands rigorous physical chemistry
measurements for a wide variety of chemotypes.
Case Studies
Most docking studies continue to be retrospective, demonstrating that the particular technique can reproduce observed
results in a published data set. Too few studies are published
that describe prospective studies, particularly from industry
where the opportunity for such work is the greatest. Whereas
we understand the need to protect intellectual property, publication of these studies would help the field, and there certainly
must be examples where release of data would not endanger
active projects. Moreover, unsuccessful studies are rarely
published and this type of negative data could be equally
informative. Mechanisms to make the results of both positive
and negative studies more widely available would facilitate the
development of new and improved algorithms.
Methods Development

Measurements and Benchmarks
Without major advances in fundamentals, docking must fall
back on benchmarks and training sets for evaluating new

One can always hope that incremental improvements in
current techniques will gradually lead to major advances. Such
efforts are sensible, but they cannot be the only strategy; there
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is a call for more adventurous departures than are being
published. For scoring in particular, the gap between what is
required and the current methods is large. We do not presume
to recommend specific research strategies except to encourage
bold leaps into new areas, as well as the small hops that many,
ourselves included, have typically taken.

and government. Indeed, the curated data and benchmarking
sets, and ideally prospective measurements, that would emerge
would underpin both the engineering efforts and fundamental
advances, in a mixed model of individual and collective research.
From such efforts we might expect significant advances in
docking and scoring.

Moving Forward
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In August 2005, the NIH sponsored a workshop where
participants from academics, industry, and government met to
identify the impediments to faster progress in docking and
scoring.35 One recommendation that emerged from this group
was to foster alliances among pharmaceutical, government, and
academic researchers at a higher level than currently experienced. A second NIH sponsored meeting was held in February
2006 to consider what each sector could offer and how they
might collaborate.36 Investigators subsequently met at NIST in
April 2006 to address experimental measurements that could
contribute to docking/scoring technology.37
The outcomes of these meetings were presented to the
National Institute of General Medical Sciences Council (NIGMS)
in May 2006,38 and mechanisms for supporting these recommendations are now being explored. A key contribution from
industrial groups would be large SAR series made up of multiple
ligand structures and affinities for multiple targets. Whereas
much of these data are currently proprietary, many of the targets
for which they were generated are no longer of therapeutic
interest and could be releasable under the right structure. Federal
agencies, and NIST in particular, are interested in accurate
compound measurements. Academic and software company
researchers are committed to improving the technology. With
all of this in mind, the primary recommendation to the NIGMS
Council is the development of a national data resource with
which all researchers can interact. A second recommendation
was to empower such a center to make new experimental
measurements, including compound characterization, proteinligand affinity, and protein-ligand complex crystal structures.
Such measurements are critical for testing new methods
prospectively. Finally, well-developed testing sets must be
evaluated with all available technology, without barriers, if we
are to see forward rather than lateral growth in the field.
Twenty years ago, docking screens were widely considered
at best a gentlemanly pursuit, unlikely to affect real drug
discovery, and at worst a fool’s errand. No ligand had then been
predicted; getting geometries correct was difficult; scoring
functions used steric fit alone; molecular flexibility was not
modeled; and there were hardly any interesting targets to dock
against. Today, multiple novel ligands have been predicted and
confirmed by experiment, even to atomic resolution. Docking
routinely treats ligand flexibility and typically includes some
receptor plasticity, and scoring functions include most of the
terms in molecular mechanics force fields. We are confronted
by an embarrassment of riches in protein structures. Docking
is now used by almost every major pharmaceutical company.
But it is also true that docking seems to have reached a plateau
and is waiting for an important breakthrough. Like most
scientific breakthroughs, such an advance is hard to predict and
might well result from idiosyncratic efforts in small research
groups. This is not the only way forward in docking, however.
There is also room for more of an engineering approach, and
like many engineering efforts there is a call for a higher level
of coordinated effort in the field. Such efforts must partner
industry, which can contribute data sets, academics and commercial developers who are working on the underlying methods,
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